ALDOT UAS Assets

- DJI Phantom 4
- DJI Phantom 4 Pro
- DJI Mavic 2 Pro
- DJI Phantom 4 RTK
- DJI Goggles
- Sensefly Ebee
- Sensefly Albris
- Parrot ANAFI
- Plum Case
- UAS Command Center
Software and Apps

Livingston Stock Piles

Pre-Flight and Missions
- Survey 123
  - Site Survey
  - Risk Assessment
- Emotion 3: Ebee and Albris
- DJI Go/GS Pro: DJI Drones
- Pix4D Capture: DJI Drones & ANAFI
- Drone Deploy: DJI P4 & Mavic 2 Pro

Post Processing
- Drone Deploy
- Context Capture
- Pix4D Mapper Pro
- Virtual Processing Farm
Drone Deploy Flight Planning
Drone Deploy Dashboard

Southwest Region > SR 158 (508)

650 Flights in 4 Month's
Stockpile Volumes
I-10 Bus Crash Model

- 25 NADIR Images
- 60 Oblique Images
- Processed in Context Capture
- Saved as Scene Layer Package
Model Level of Detail
Point Cloud
Airport Clear Zones
• 1107 NADIR Images
• 1120 Oblique Images
• Processed in Context Capture
• Saved as Scene Layer Package